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Abstract

In this study, we quantify the extent to which B0 homogeneity in adult humans is dependent on head pitch relative to the B0

vector. Three-dimensional, whole-brain B0 field maps were acquired in five normal subjects for three generalized head pitch

angles. Optimal first- and second-order shimming of the experimental B0 maps were simulated numerically. The spatial

B0 distribution within the brain was analyzed following automated volumetric co-registration of all data. Increasing head

pitch improves both the resonance offset and local homogeneity in the inferior frontal lobes, but introduces inhomogeneities in

other regions of the brain which cannot be compensated by first-order shimming but are further improved by second-order

shimming.

� 2002 Elsevier Science (USA). All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Static magnetic field (B0) homogeneity is a funda-

mental concern during the design and implementation of

most magnetic resonance experiments. Magnetic reso-

nance spectroscopic imaging (MRSI) [1–5] is particu-
larly vulnerable to macroscopic B0 inhomogeneities,

since water and lipid suppression must be extremely ef-

fective over large volumes of tissue. Rapid gradient-echo

sequences for echo-planar imaging and T �
2 -weighted

functional MRI are similarly sensitive to macroscopic

susceptibility gradients, which cause intra-voxel deph-

asing with associated signal attenuation, and potentially

uncorrectable geometric distortions [6,7]. Intrinsic B0

inhomogeneities due to susceptibility differences be-

tween air and tissue are particularly profound in the

inferior frontal and temporal lobes of the human brain

neighboring the nasal cavity and temporal bones [7].

Current shim coils are the traditional compensation

for B0 inhomogeneities arising from susceptibility dif-

ferences between tissue, bone, and surrounding air

spaces. Most clinical systems generate only first-order

Legendre polynomial terms, which allow adequate

shimming of small volumes for localized spectroscopy
and spectroscopic imaging, and first-order compensa-

tion for global residual field gradients. The improve-

ments in B0 homogeneity following the addition of

linear and non-linear polynomial shim terms have been

thoroughly quantified by Spielman et al. [4] and

strongly support the use of second-order and higher

polynomial terms. Other studies suggest that B0 inho-

mogeneities in the human brain have significant spatial
components up to ninth-order [8], prompting the de-

velopment of a ferroshimming insert customized to

each patient. This latter approach has a relatively

complex implementation, typically requiring custom-

ized ferroshim designs for each patient and relies on

accurate head positioning relative to the shim insert

[9].

Earlier studies employing finite element analysis
(FEA) and experimental B0 mapping established the
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general character of B0 inhomogeneities in the adult
human brain, but stopped short of exploring the field

variation with head pitch angle [10,11]. More recently,

improvements in B0 homogeneity with increased head

pitch as suggested by Smith and Collins [12] have been

described following both 3D FEA [13] and experi-

mental two-dimensional B0 mapping [14]. In these

studies, an improvement in local homogeneity was

observed in the inferior frontal and temporal lobes as
the chin was raised away from the chest (increasing

head pitch).

In this paper, we extend the experimental work of

Heberlein and Hu [14] from two-dimensional single-slice

data to full three-dimensional B0 mapping of the whole

head. We also introduce automatic volumetric co-

registration of B0 maps to build a more complete picture

of B0 homogeneity differences between different head
pitch angles.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Data acquisition

All data were acquired using an LX EchoSpeed MRI
system (General Electric Medical Systems, Milwaukee,

WI) equipped with a 22 mT/m gradient set capable of a

maximum slew rate of 120 T/m/s. Complex MR images

for B0 field mapping were acquired with a custom-written

volumetric double-echo gradient-echo sequence [15].

Echo times of 4.34 and 8.68 ms were chosen to place

water and fat in phase throughout the excited volume,

allowing the separation of B0 and chemical shift. Data
were acquired with the following imaging parameters:

TR¼ 12 ms, 32 � 32 � 32 voxels, 26cm � 26cm � 26cm

field of view, one signal average, total acquisition time

14 s.

Five control subjects (mean � SD age ¼ 30:4�
9:5years, 3 males, 2 females) with no history of neuro-

logical problems were recruited in accordance with a

protocol approved by the Institutional Review Board at
our facility.

For this study, we define pitch as rotation about the

left-right anatomic axis of the head, with increasing

pitch angle equivalent to reducing the angle between the

main magnetic field vector and the anterior commissure

to posterior commissure (AC–PC) line. Each subject was

positioned supine within the quadrature head coil and

asked to hold their head at three different pitch angles:
neck flexed (‘‘chin down’’), head held in a neutral po-

sition, and neck extended (‘‘chin up’’). Padding was

placed beneath the neck or head to help the subject

maintain a given pitch angle. No attempt was made to

control the exact head pitch angle, since this would be

calculated retrospectively from the co-registration

transformation.

2.2. Image processing

All data were transferred to a Precision 620 work-

station (Dell Computer, Austin, TX) for image pro-

cessing and analysis. All processing was performed in

Matlab (The Mathworks, Natick, MA) using a combi-

nation of custom written and proprietary functions,

except for regression analysis in Excel (Microsoft,

Redmond, WA). The raw, complex gradient-echo im-
ages were initially Fourier resampled with radial Ham-

ming filtering to 64 � 64 � 64. B0 was initially calculated

for all voxels.Unwrapping of the B0 maps was per-

formed using a weighted predictive region growing al-

gorithm adapted from the Synthetic Aperture Radar

(SAR) literature [16]. The unwrapping algorithm was

designed to be robust to the closely spaced phase dis-

continuities present in both SAR data and B0 phase
images. Multiple weighted extrapolations from previ-

ously unwrapped voxels were used to improve the esti-

mate of the true phase of a neighboring wrapped voxel

during region growing. The regions for unwrapping

were defined using a mask derived from the mean of the

first and second echo magnitude images. The signal in-

tensity of the mean echo image was normalized to the

range 0–1 and the mask generated from all voxels with
an intensity greater than 0.25. Regions in which the in-

tra-voxel phase dispersion lead to near complete signal

loss were excluded by the intensity mask. The mask was

finally reapplied to the unwrapped B0 map to remove

low signal regions which remained wrapped. A volume-

of-interest (VOI) containing only the brain, and ex-

cluding surrounding tissues, was traced manually for

each dataset from the magnitude images prior to regis-
tration and subsequent processing. This was not pro-

hibitively time-consuming, considering the low

resolution of the data, and the small number of subjects.

All B0 maps were synthetically shimmed by optimized

fitting of first- or second-order Legendre shim polyno-

mials to all voxels within the volume defined by the

logical AND of the manually defined brain VOI and the

magnitude VOI used for B0 calculation (subsequently
called the combined VOI). This served two purposes:

first, to eliminate residual systematic errors following

automatic linear shimming by the MR system and sec-

ond, to allow numerical assessment of the effect of sec-

ond-order shimming which was not available on the MR

system used for these experiments. For reference, the

first- and second-order Legendre shim polynomials in

Cartesian coordinates and their conventional labels are:
x (‘‘X’’), y (‘‘Y’’), z (‘‘Z’’), xy (‘‘XY’’), xz (‘‘XZ’’), yz

(‘‘YZ’’), x2 � y2 (‘‘X2)Y2’’), and z2 � 1
2
ðx2 þ y2Þ (‘‘Z2’’).

All brain VOI masked magnitude data were regis-

tered to the neutral pitch image of one subject using a

12-parameter affine transform optimization (rotation,

scaling, skew, and translation in three spatial dimen-

sions) implemented by the AIR 5 package (available
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from http://bishopw.loni.ucla.edu/AIR5/index.html) [17,
18] running under Cygwin (Red Hat, Durham, NC).

The resulting 4 � 4 transform matrix was then used to

resample the magnitude images, combined VOI mask

and synthetically shimmed B0 maps.

The relative pitch change required to co-register the

data was recovered from the 3 � 3 sub-matrix repre-

senting the transform without displacement T ¼ QS,

where Q is the orthogonal rotation matrix and S is the
upper-triangular skew/scaling matrix. Q and S can be

recovered from T by Cholesky factorization, cholð	Þ, as

follows:

T0T ¼ ðQSÞ0 	 ðQSÞ ¼ S0Q0QS ¼ S0S ð1Þ
since Q is orthogonal. T0T is positive definite and sym-

metric providing that the elements of T are real, so, by

definition

S ¼ cholðT0 	 TÞ ð2Þ

and

Q ¼ TS�1: ð3Þ
The rotation axis and angle are then recovered from the

rotation matrix Q using the following relations [19]:

h ¼ cos�1 TrðQÞ � 1

2

� �
ð4Þ

and

r̂r ¼ 1

2 sinðhÞ

Q32 � Q23

Q13 � Q31

Q21 � Q12

0
@

1
A; ð5Þ

where h is the rotation angle about r̂r, Trð	Þ is the trace

operator, and Qij are the matrix elements of Q. The use
of a general rotation angle and axis assumes that r̂r is

approximately perpendicular to both B0 and the AC–PC

line.

Two measures of B0 homogeneity were calculated:

global B0 distribution within the combined VOI and local

B0 distribution within a moving 3 � 3 � 3 voxel kernel

(12mm � 12mm � 12mm). Mean local linewidth was

calculated from the mean registered B0 maps for each of
the three nominal head pitches. The resonance linewidth

for both global and local B0 measures was estimated from

the standard deviation of B0 within the VOI or kernel

assuming a Gaussian distribution using the relation:

DfFWHM ¼ SDðB0Þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
8 log 2

p
: ð6Þ

3. Results and discussion

Calculated co-registration head pitch angles show a

predictable spread of rotations within each nominal

position group. The mean and standard deviation

of the measured pitch angle for each group were as

follows: chin down, �30:8�� 4:2�; head neutral,
�12:3�� 9:1�; chin up, 21:8�� 4:3�. Since the subjects�
heads were not constrained externally, the neutral and

down pitch distributions overlap slightly. The up and

down pitch angle groups demonstrated relatively small

angular variances compared to the neutral pitch posi-

tion.

Comparison of the mean, registered B0 maps for all

subjects reveals a pattern of improving local and
global homogeneity within the brain as the pitch of

the head increases (Figs. 1 and 2). Linear regression of

linewidth against head pitch (Fig. 3) gives slopes for

first-order shimming of )0.00159 ppm/degree

Fig. 1. Mean registered B0 maps calculated from all five subjects for

each head position: chin down (a,d), head neutral (b,e), and chin up

(c,f). The maps were calculated following synthetic linear (a–c) and

second-order (d–f) shimming prior to registration and averaging. The

central axial (left column), sagittal (middle), and coronal (right) sections

through the data are shown. The improvement in homogeneity as the

head tilts up is most evident in the inferior regions of the frontal and

temporal lobes.
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(r ¼ �0:780, p ¼ 0:0006, n ¼ 15) and for second-order

shimming of ).00136 ppm/degree (r ¼ �0:719; p ¼
0:0025; n ¼ 15).

The empirical cumulative density function (CDF) of
the local linewidth distributions for each nominal head

pitch and simulated shim order were calculated (Fig. 4).

The CDF indicates the total number of voxels within the

combined VOI for which B0 is less than or equal to a

given value, normalized to the total number of voxels in

the VOI. These CDFs show that following first-order

shimming, the nominal ‘‘neutral’’ head position provides

more voxels with lower linewidths up to 0.065 ppm,
above which the ‘‘chin up’’ position is more favorable.

Following second-order shimming, the ‘‘chin up’’ posi-

tion has consistently better local homogeneity statistics

than the other two positions.

Comparison between pooled results from different

nominal head pitches was possible following volumetric

co-registration (Fig. 5). Only the ‘‘neutral’’ and ‘‘chin

up’’ pitches are compared here, since these represent

routine positioning and the position most likely to
improve homogeneity respectively. Changes in reso-

nance offset were compared by considering the differ-

ence between absolute B0 offsets, jBneutral
0 j � jBup

0 j, and

the difference in local line-widths, Df neutral
FWHM � Df up

FWHM.

Positive values in each case indicate an improvement in

B0 offset or local homogeneity in the ‘‘chin up’’ posi-

tion. Following ideal first-order shimming, large re-

gions of the inferior frontal lobes show reduced
absolute resonance offsets in excess of 1 ppm in the

‘‘chin up’’ position (Fig. 5a). However, this is countered

by increased absolute offsets in the superior frontal and

lateral margins of the brain. Second-order shimming

appears to be able to compensate for these deficits

(Fig. 5b). Improvements in the local linewidth with

increased head pitch are similarly most pronounced in

the inferior frontal lobes, with ideal second-order
shimming (Fig. 5d) reducing a linewidth deficit in the

brain stem which is not fully compensated by first-order

shimming (Fig. 5c).

These results reflect the changes in relative position

of the nasal cavity, temporal bones, and inferior regions

of the frontal and temporal lobes as head pitch in-

creases as previously observed by Heberlein and Hu

[14] and Truong et al. [13]. Susceptibility artifacts
associated with air/tissue or bone/tissue interfaces are

Fig. 3. Variation of global B0 linewidth with co-registration head pitch

angle for all 15 B0 maps acquired from five subjects. Estimated global

linewidths decrease consistently with both increasing head pitch and

shimming order. Linear regression results for the first-order shimmed

(dotted line) and second-order shimmed (solid line) B0 maps are

shown.

Fig. 2. Local linewidth maps calculated from the mean registered B0

maps of Fig. 1. The local linewidth was estimated from the standard

deviation of the B0 distribution within a moving 3 � 3 � 3 voxel kernel

assuming a Gaussian lineshape. The extent of the regions with in-

creased line-broadening in the inferior frontal and temporal lobes

decreases with increasing head pitch and shim order.
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most pronounced along the B0 vector direction. As the

head pitch increases, the nasal cavity rotates from un-

der the frontal lobes, placing the associated suscepti-

bility artifact more anterior relative to the frontal lobes.

A similar effect is seen in the inferior regions of the

temporal lobes.

Both of these regions have proven problematic for

any B0 inhomogeneity sensitive acquisition, such as
MRSI or fMRI. Since most clinical MRI systems are

not equipped with shim orders greater than first order,

increasing the head pitch provides a convenient, though

incomplete compensation for B0 inhomogeneities

neighboring the skull-base.

The results presented here demonstrate broad trends

in the B0 homogeneity of the brain averaged across a

group of normal adults. Specific, highly localized vari-
ations should be expected very close to air/tissue inter-

faces which depend on the unique anatomic geometry of

a given subject and cannot be predicted from inter-

subject averaged B0 maps.

4. Conclusion

In general, both global and local measures of B0

homogeneity improve with increasing head pitch. Im-

provements are most pronounced in the inferior frontal

lobes. However, these local improvements are associated

with an increased resonance offset in lateral and superior
regions of the frontal and temporal lobes which are not

corrected by first-order shimming. Combining second-

order shimming with increased head pitch provides

more consistent improvements in local and global B0

homogeneity.
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Fig. 5. Pooled absolute B0 difference jBneutral
0 j � jBup

0 j (a,b) and local B0

linewidth difference (c,d) between the head neutral position typical of

most MRI examinations and the head up position following 3D co-

registration of the image volumes. Positive values indicate regions in

which the ‘‘chin up’’ position reduces resonance offset or local line-

width and can be considered an improvement in B0 homogeneity. Note

that, following ideal linear shimming, several regions are further from

resonance in the ‘‘chin up’’ position compared to the neutral position

(arrows).

Fig. 4. Cumulative sample distributions for local linewidth calculated

from the mean registered B0 maps within the brain VOI for each of the

nominal head pitches: chin down (fine dotted), neutral (dashed), and

chin up (solid). Simulated cumulative distributions are shown follow-

ing: (a) first-order and (b) second-order shimming.
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